
Small Talks Materials Ordering Form

Your information

Your name (if ordering for yourself) OR the name of your agency or organization *

Shipping address (No PO Boxes) *

City *

Wisconsin

State *

ZIP code *



Handouts/fact sheets

Your name if requesting materials on behalf of an organization. (Skip if you are ordering
materials for your own use)

Your email address *

Your phone number *

Indicate how many of each handout you want to order. Each handout
measures 8.5 inches by 11 inches.                     

Fast facts: English, P-02600(View item)

Fast facts: Spanish, P-02600-S (View item)

Fast facts: Hmong, P-02600-H (View item)

Fast facts: English (Alternate Photo), P-02960 (View item)  

Talk tips: English, P-02600A (View item)



Posters

Talk tips: Spanish, P-02600AS (View item)

Talk tips: Hmong, P-02600AH (View item)

Talk tips: English (Alternate Photo), P-02961 (View item)

How do you plan to use these handouts? (example answers: Own use, distribute at schools, etc.)

Indicate how many of each poster you want to order. These posters measure
8.5 inches by 11 inches.

Poster 1 - ENGLISH ONLY (View item)

Poster 2 - ENGLISH (View item)

Poster 2 - HMONG Version 1 (View item)



Poster 2 - HMONG Version 2 (View item)

Poster 2 - HMONG Version 3 (View item)

Poster 3 - ENGLISH (View item)

Poster 3 - SPANISH (View item)

Poster 4 - ENGLISH (View item)

Poster 4 - SPANISH (View item)

Poster 5 - ENGLISH ONLY (View item)

Poster 6 - ENGLISH (View item)

Poster 6 - SPANISH (View item)

Poster 7 - ENGLISH ONLY (View item)



Window cling and cooler door sign

Poster 8 - ENGLISH ONLY (View item)

Poster 9 - ENGLISH ONLY (View item)

Poster 10 - ENGLISH ONLY (View item)

How do you plan to use these posters? (examples: Own use, post in community locations, etc.)

Upload/attach the highest quality version of your organization's logo if you
want this logo on the posters. PNG, JPG, or JPEG files are preferred. You will
be contacted if the image provided does not meet print quality standards. 

Browse...  



Indicate how many window clings you want to order. The window cling
measures 4 inches by 3.25 inches.

English

Hmong

Spanish

How do you plan to use these window clings? (examples: Own use, post at businesses, schools,
etc.)



Community signage

Indicate how many cooler door signs you want to order. These moisture
resistant cooler door signs measure 8 inches by 6.25 inches. (English only)

How do you plan to use these cooler door signs? (examples: Own use, post at businesses,
schools, etc.)

YARD SIGNS/LAWN SIGNS

Indicate how many of each yard sign/lawn sign you want to order. These
signs are 18 inches wide and 24 inches tall.

NOTE: Each yard sign/lawn sign comes with one wire to place the sign in the
ground. The sign and wire are one package. We are not able to provide
additional wires only. Signs must be ordered in order to receive wires.

Yard sign/lawn sign 1 - ENGLISH ONLY (View item)

Yard sign/lawn sign 2 - ENGLISH (View item)
 

Yard sign/lawn sign 2 (alternate design with photo) - ENGLISH (View item)



Yard sign/lawn sign 2 - HMONG (View item)

Yard sign/lawn sign 2 - SPANISH (View item)

Yard sign/lawn sign 3 - ENGLISH ONLY (View item)

How do you plan to use these yard signs/lawn signs? (example answers: Own use, place in
parks, lawns of schools, etc.)



Promotional materials

VINYL BANNER

Indicate how many vinyl banners you would like to order. The vinyl banners
measure 35 inches by 96 inches. (English only)

NOTE: Each vinyl banner has 10 grommets and includes 10 loose cut six
inch twine extensions with each order.

How do you plan to use the vinyl banner(s)? (example answers: Own use, hang at an event, hang
at an office/business, hang at a school, etc.)



MAGNETS
Indicate how many magnets you would like to order. These magnets
measure 5 inches by 8 inches (English only)

How do you plan to use the magnets? (example answers: Own use, hand out events, post at
offices/businesses, etc.)



STICKERS
Indicate how many rolls of stickers you would like to order. These stickers
measure three inches by three inches.  (English only)

NOTE: Each roll of stickers contains 50 stickers. 

How do you plan to use the stickers? (example answers: Own use, hand out events, post at
offices/businesses, etc.)



PINS/BUTTONS
Indicate how many pins/buttons you would like to order. The soft enamel
pins/buttons measure two inch diameter  (English only)

How do you plan to use the pins/buttons? (example answers: Own use, hand out events, etc.)

FRIDGE LOCK
Indicate how many fridge locks you would like to order. These are adhesive
fridge locks with a key.

How do you plan to use the fridge lock(s)? (example answers: Own use, hand out events, etc.)
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